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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN AUTOMATED MEDIA LIBRARY IIW-N0-337-TA-745
DEVICES

INITIAL DETERMINATION ON VIOLATION OF SECTION 337 AND
RECOMMENDED DETERMINATION ON REMEDY AND BOND

Chief Administrative Law Judge Charles E. Bullock

(June 20, 2012)

Pursuant to the Notice of Investigation, this is the Initial Determination in the matter of

Certain Automated Media Library Devices, Investigation No. 337'-TA-746.

For the reasons stated herein, the undersigned has determined that no violation of section

337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, has been found in the importation into the United

States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certain

automated media library devices by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1-3 and 7—9

of U.S. Patent No. 6,328,766 and claims l, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, l0, 12, l5, and l6 ofU.S. Patent No.

6,353,581. The undersigned has further determined that the asserted patents are valid, that a

domestic industry in the United States exists that practices U.S. Patent N0. 6,328,766, and that a

domestic industry in the United States does not exist that practices U.S. Patent No. 6,353,581.



I. INTRODUCTION

5 A. Procedural History

On October 19, 2010, Complainant Overland Storage, Inc. (“Overland”) filed a

Complaint alleging violations of section 337 based upon the importation into the United States

and the sale for importation of certain automated media library devices. See 75 Fed. Reg.

71,735—7l,736 (Nov. 24, 2010). Overland filed supplements to the Complaint on November 9m

and 18”‘. (See CIB at 3.)

On November 24, 2010, the Commission instituted this Investigation. 75 Fed. Reg.

71,735-71,736 (Nov. 24, 2010). Specifically, the Commission instituted this Investigation to

determine:

Whether there is a violation of subsection (a)(l)(B) of section 337
in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation,
or the sale within the United States after importation of certain
automated media library devices that infringe one or more of
claims 1-11 of [U.S. Patent No. 6,328,766] and claims l, 2, 5-12,
and l5~l9 of[U.S. Patent No. 6,353,581 ], and whether an
industry in the United States exists as required by subsection (a)(2)
of section 337.

Id.

The Notice of Investigation named the following entities as respondents: BDT AG; BDT

Solutions GmbH & Co. KG; BDT Automation Technology (Zhuhai FTZ) Co., Ltd.; BDT

Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V.; BDT Products, Inc.; Dell Inc. (“Dell”); and lntemational Business

Machines Corp. (“IBM”). Id.

On August 15, 201 l, the undersigned issued an initial determination granting Overland’s

motion for partial termination of the Investigation with respect to claims 8, ll, and l7~l9 of U.S.

Patent No. 6,353,581 and claims 6 and 11 of U.S. Patent No. 6,328,766. (See Order No. 26

(Aug. 15, 2012).) The Commission determined not to review said initial determination on June
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3, 2011. (See Notice of Comm’n Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination

Terminating the Investigation as to Certain Claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,353,581 and 6,328,766

(Aug. 26, 2011).) A

The evidentiary hearing was held August 29 —September 7, 2011.

On September2, 2011, the undersigned issued an initial determination granting

Respondent BDT-Solutions GmbH & Co. KG’s motion for summary determination of no

violation of Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 19 U.S.C. § 1337. (See Order

No. 31 (Sept, 2, 2011).) The Commission determined not to review this initial determination on

September 21, 2011. (See Notice of Comm’n Determination Not to Review an Initial

Determination Granting BDT Solutions’ Motion for Summary Determination of No Violation of

Section 337 (Sept. 21, 2011).)

On November 17, 2011, the undersigned issued an initial determination extending the

target date by seven weeks from March 24, 2012 to May 12, 2012. (See Order No. 34 (Nov. 17,

2011); see also Notice of Comm’n Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination

Extending the Target Date to May 12, 2012 (Dec. 15, 2011).) The undersigned subsequently

extended the target date by two weeks from May 12, 2012 to May 26, 2012. (See Order No. 36

(Dec. 7, 2011); see also Notice of Comm’n Determination Not to Review an Initial

Determination Extending the Target Date by Two Weeks (Jan. 6, 2012).)

On December 5, 2011, the undersigned issued an initial determination granting a joint

motion by Overland, IBM and Dell to terminate the Investigation as to IBM and Dell on the basis

of a settlement agreement between Overland and IBM) (See Order No. 35 (Dec. 5, 2011).) The

Commission affirmed this initial determination on January 27, 2012. (See Notice of Comm’n

Determination to Affirm an Initial Determination Granting a Joint Motion for Termination of the

1The settlement agreement included an agreement to terminate with prejudice this Investigation as to Dell.
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Investigation by Settlement as to Respondents International Business Machines Corp. and Dell

Inc. (Jan. 27, 2012).)

On January 3, 2012, the undersigned struck the remaining BDT Respondents’ revised

post-hearingreply brief in its entirety for failing to comply —not once, but twice » with Order

No. 33. (See Order No. 37 (Jan. 3, 2012).)

On January 10, 2012, the undersigned granted-in-part the remaining BDT Respondents’

motion for leave [1] to file an amended answer to the Complaint to assert the affirmative defense

of patent exhaustion; [2] to supplement their exhibit list with the Overland-IBM settlement

agreements; and [3] to supplement their responses to certain interrogatories. (See Order No. 38

(Jan. 10, 2012).) In order to alleviate any prejudice to Overland, the undersigned reopened the

record to allow limited discovery on the issue of patent exhaustion, thereby necessitating an

extension of the target date by approximately four months to September 24, 2012. (See Order

No. 39 (Sept. 18, 2012); see also Notice of Comm’n Determination Not to Review an Initial

Determination Extending the Target Date by Four Months (Feb. 7, 2012).)

After reviewing the parties’ post-hearing briefs (initial, reply and supplemental), the

undersigned determined it necessary to extend the target date in this Investigation by

approximately one month to October 22, 2012 in order to allow an adequate amount of time to

draft the initial determination while attending to the undersigned’s responsibilities in other

investigations, as well as the undersigned’s administrative duties as Chief Administrative Law

Judge. (See Order No. 42 (May 21, 2012).)

-3 



B. The Parties P

1. Overland

Overland is a California corporation located in San Diego, California. (CIB at 3.)

Overland develops and delivers products and services for moving and storing data throughout an

organization. (Cornpl. ii 5.)

2. The BDT Respondents

. The four remaining respondents are: BDT AG; BDT Products, Inc. (“BDT Products”);

BDT de Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V (“BDT Mexico”); and BDT Automation Technology (Zhuhai

FTZ) Co., Ltd. (“BDT Zhuhai”) (collectively, the “BDT Respondents”). BDT AG is a

corporation organized and existing under the laws of Germany, having a principal place of

business at Saline 29, 78628 Rotlweil, Germany. (BDT AG Am. Resp at <,[7.) BDT AG owns

shares in BDT Products. (Id) BDT Products is a California corporation located in Irvine,

California. (BDT Products Am. Resp. at ll 9.) BDT Mexico is a limited liability company

organized and existing under the laws of Mexico, having a principal place of business in at Av.

El Bosque 1220, Parque Industrial El Bosque ll, 45590 Tlaquepaque, Jalisco, Mexico. (BDT

Mexico Am. Resp. at {Ill.) BDT Mexico is a subsidiary of BDT AG. (Ia'.) BDT Zhuhai is a

limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of China, having a principal

place of business at No. 51 Free Trade Zone, Zhuhai Guangdong, P.R. China (Postcode 519030).

(BDT Zhuhai Am. Resp. at ll 10.) BDT Zhuhai is an affiliate of BDT AG. (ld.)

C. Overview of theTechnology A

T The technology at issue generally relates to automated media library devices, also called

tape libraries. (Cornpl. ll l5; RIB at 7.) Automated media library devices are primarily used by

businesses as backup storage for data. (Compl. 1il6; RIB at 7.)

- 4 



D. The Patents at lssuez

1. U.S. Patent N0. 6,328,766

The ’766 patent is entitled “Media Element Library With Non-Overlapping Subset Of

Media Elements And Non-Overlapping Subset Of Media Element Drives Accessible To First

Host And Unaccessible To Second Host” (JX-1.) The ’766 patent issued on December 11, 2001

to named inventor Robert M. Long and was subsequently assigned to Overland Data, Inc. (Id.)

The ’766 patent relates to automated data storage and retrieval systems and methods for allowing

two host computers to store and retrieve data without interfering with one another. (Id at 1:17

20; 2:9-26.) The "/66 patent has ll claims of which claims 1~3and 7~9 are asserted against the

BDT Respondents. Claims 1 and 2 are independent claims. Claims 3, 7, 8 and 9 depend from

claim 1.

2. U.S. Patent N0. 6,353,581

The ’58l patent is entitled “Media Access In A Media Library.” (JX-3.) The ’581 patent

issued on March 5, 2002 to named inventors Karl B. Offerman and Kevin T. Kersey, and was

subsequently assigned to Overland Data, Inc. (Id.) The ’581 patent is directed to a media

element library which allows a user to easily access a media element inside a magazine of media

elements without having to remove the magazine from the media element library. (Id. at 1:15

19.) The ’581 patent has 22 claims of which claims 1, 2, 5~7, 9, 10, 12, 15 and 16 are asserted

against the BDT Respondents. Claims 1, 10, 15, and 16 are independent claims. Claims 2, 5—7,

9. and 12 are dependent claims.

E. The Products at Issue

Overland contends that the accused products are “all models and types of the BDT

FlexStor H tape libraries.” (CIB at 8.) Respondents submit that the accused products are the

2Overland is presently the owner, by assignment, of the patents-in-suit. (Compl. 111!21, 27.)
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BDT Flexstor II 1U, 2U, 4U, and 8U products. (RIB at I2.) Respondents claim that in light of

the settlement agreement, license agreement and termination of IBM and Dell, IBM and Dell

products incorporating the BDT Flexstor II platform are no longer at issue in this Investigation.

(Id. at n. I .) Overland did not dispute this fact in its reply brief. Thus, for the purposes of this

Initial Determination, the accused products are the BDT Flexstor II 1U, 2U, 4U, and 8U

products.3

II. IMPORTATION OR SALE

Section 337(a)(l) prohibits, inter alia, “[t]he importation into the United States, the sale

for importation, or the sale within the United States after importation by the owner, importer, or

consignee, of articles that . . . infringe a valid and enforceable United States patent . . . or are

made, produced, processed, or mined under, or by means of, a process covered by the claims of a

valid and enforceable United States patent.” 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(l). A complainant need only

prove importation of a single accused product to satisfy the importation element. Certain Purple

Protective Gloves, Inv. No. 337-TA-500, Order No. l7 (Sept. 23, 2004) (unreviewed).

Here, there appears to be no dispute that the Flexstor II is imported and/or sold by BDT

AG as 1U, 2U, 4U, or 8U model names/numbers. (Overland PHB at 22; see also Steinhilber, Tr.

at l236:l2-18 (BDT AG’s former CEO testified that [ I

] There also appears to be no

dispute that BDT AG has sold subassemblies of the accused products to BDT Products, Inc. for

importation into the United States. (Id.) Thus, based on the foregoing, the undersigned finds

that the importation or sale requirement of section 337 has been satisfied.

3The accused products for the ’766 patent are rebranded versions of the BDT FlexStor II tape libraries. The IBM
TS3l00 and Dell TL2000 are 2U media libraries. (Goodman, Tr. at 1037121-32;McTeer, Tr. at 540:9-I 1.) The
IBM TS3200 and Dell Tl/$000 are 4U media libraries. (Goodman, Tr. at 1037:24-1038:}; McTeer, Tr. at 540: I2
14.)
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III. JURISDICTION

A. Subject Matter Jurisdiction \

The BDT Respondents do not contest the subject matter jurisdiction of the Commission

to adjudicate this Investigation, except that BDT Mexico and BDT Zhuhai dispute any violation

of section 337 on their respective parts. (RIB at 12.) The BDT Respondents contend that

Overland has produced no evidence that BDT Zhuhai or BDT Mexico imports accused products

into the U.S., sells them for importation, or sells them afier importation Withinthe U.S. (Id. at

12-13.)

Subject matter jurisdiction is established in actions involving “unfair methods of

competition” or “unfair acts in the importation of articles . . . into the United States, or in the sale

of such articles sale by the owner, importer, or consignee.” Certain Steel Rod Treating

Apparatus and Components Thereoj‘,Inv. No. 337-TA-97, 215 U.S.P.Q. 229, 231 (1981). The

Commission has subject matter jurisdiction over a respondent that imports, sells for importation,

or sells after importation products in the United States. Amgen, Inc. v. US. Int’! Trade Comm ’n,

902 F.2d 1532, 1534 (Fed. Cir. 1990). “With regard to sale for importation, the requisite nexus

exists when a respondent that sold infringing articles knew or should have known that those

articles would be subsequently exported to the United States.” See Certain Inlgei Ink Cartridges

with Printheaak & Components Thereojf lnv. No. 337-TA-723, 2011 WL 792986, at *3 (Jan. 28,

2011) (emphasis added).

The evidence establishes that BDT Zhuhai and BDT Mexico manufacture and assemble

critical components for infringing tape libraries imported into the United States, including those

sold by IBM and [ ] (Steinhilber. Tr. at 1230:25-1231111; Kammerer, Tr. at 1327:14-19,

1333:6~l334:24, 1334:25-13352, 133537-10;JX~50C at 13:4-17; CX-247C at 9442, 9444,
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9452.) The record further establishes that the BDT subsidiaries, including BDT Zhuhai and BDT

Mexico, are aware that the accused products are sold for importation into the United States. (JX

47C at 89:7-24, 91:6-18, 93:2-6, 93:8-94:13, 95:17-22, 95:24-96:9, 151:8-152:1; JX-53C at

107:1?-108:2.)

The undersigned therefore finds that the Commission has subject matter jurisdiction over

all Respondents, including BDT Zhuhai and Mexico, in this Investigation under section 337 of

the Tariff Act of 1930. Amgen, 902 F.2d at 1536.

B. Personal and In Rem Jurisdiction

» The BDT Respondents do not contest that the Commission has inpersonam and in rem

jurisdiction. (RIB at 12.)

IV. ORDINARY SKILL IN THE ART

Overland proposes the following levels of ordinary skill in the art:

I ’766 patent: One of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the filing of the ’766
patent would have had a Bache10r’sDegree in Electrical Engineering or
Computer Science with around two years of industry experience with tape
libraries. (CIB at 5 (citing CX-8C at Q/A 50).)

0 ’581 patent: One of ordinary skill in the art in 1997 or 1998 would have had a
Bachelor’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering with approximately two years
of industry experience in mechanical engineering or the equivalent. (Id. at 7
(citing CX-7C at Q/A 31).)

The BDT Respondents disagree with Over1and’sproposal for the ’766 patent, arguing

that “[i]t is questionable whether such a person would have had sufficient knowledge and

experience to be familiar with the scope of engineering techniques used and challenges

encountered in the field.” (RIB at 10 (citing RX-6C at Q/A 38).) The BDT Respondents instead

submit that, for the ’766 patent, one of ordinary skill in the art would typically have a B.S. or

M.S. in electrical engineering, computer science, or computer engineering and 2~5years’
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experience designing and building systems in the relevant arts. (Id) For the ’58l patent, the

BDT Respondents contend that one of ordinary skill in the art has “at least a Bachelor of Science

degree in Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, or Computer Science, and one to two

years of full-time engineering experience or the equivalent in the field of data storage systems

for handling and storing data media for a company in that industry.” (Id. at 12 (citing RX-1C at

Q/A 30).)

Accordingly, the undersigned finds that one of ordinary skill in the art for the ’766 patent

would be an individual with at least a bachelor‘s degree in electrical engineering, computer

science or an equivalent field, and at least two years of industry experience working with,

designing and/or building tape libraries. As for the ’58l patent, the undersigned finds that one of

ordinary skill in the art would be an individual with at least a bachelor’s degree in mechanical

engineering, electrical engineering, computer science, or an equivalent field, and one to two

years of mechanical engineering experience or one to two years of experience in the field of data

storage systems for handling and storing data media for a company in that industry.4 In addition,

one of ordinary skill in the art shall be commensurate with the time of the respective inventions,

i.e., the effective filing date for each of the patents-in—suit.

V. RELEVANT LAW

A. Claim Construction

“An infringement analysis entails two steps. The first step is determining the meaning

and scope of the patent claims asserted to be infringed. The second step is comparing the

properly construed claims to the device accused of infringing.” Markman v. Westview

Instruments, Ina, 52 F.3d 967, 976 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en bane) (internal citations omitted), afi"’d,

4In light of this finding, the undersigned finds that Overlancl’s expert Dr. Kazerooni is one of ord inary skill in the art
of the invention of the “S81patent.
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517 U.S. 370 (1996). Claim construction is a “matter of law exclusively for the court.” Ia’.at

970-71. “The construction of claims is simply a way of elaborating the normally terse claim

language in order to understand and explain, but not to change, the scope of the claims.”

Embrex, Inc. v. Serv. Eng ’gCorp, 216 F.3d 1343, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2000).

Claim construction focuses on the intrinsic evidence, which consists of the claims

themselves, the specification, and the prosecution history. See Phillips v. AWH Corp, 415 F.3d

1303, 1314 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en bane); see also Markman, 52 F.3d at 979. As the Federal Circuit

in Phillips explained, courts must analyze each of these components to determine the “ordinary

and customary meaning of a claim term” as understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art at

the time of the invention. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1313. “Such intrinsic evidence is the most l

significant source of the legally operative meaning of disputed claim language.” Bell Atlantic

Network Servs, Inc. v. Covad Comma ’nsGroup, Inc, 262 F.3d 1258, 1267 (Fed. Cir. 2001).

“It is a ‘bedrock principle’ of patent law that ‘the claims of a patent define the invention

to which the patentee is entitled the right to exclude?” Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1312 (quoting

Innova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys., Inc, 381 F.3d 1111, 1115 (Fed. Cir.

2004)). “Quite apart from the written description and the prosecution history, the claims

themselves provide substantial guidance as to the meaning of particular claims terms.” Id. at

1314; see also Interactive Gift Express, Inc. v. Compuserve Inc, 256 F.3d 1323, 1331 (Fed. Cir.

2001) (“In construing claims, the analytical focus must begin and remain centered on the

language of the claims themselves, for it is that language that the patentce chose to use to

‘particularly point [ ] out and distinctly claim [] the subject matter which the patentee regards as

his invention”). The context in which a term is used in an asserted claim can be “highly
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instructive.” Phillzps, 415 F.3d at 1314. Additionally, other claims in the same patent, asserted

or unasserted, may also provide guidance as to the meaning of a claim term. Id.

The specification “is always highly relevant to the claim construction analysis. Usually it

is dispositive; it is the single best guide to the meaning of a disputed term.” Id. at 1315 (quoting

Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, Ina. 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)). “[T]he specification

may reveal a special definition given to a claim term by the patentee that differs from the

meaning it would otherwise possess. In such cases, the inventor’s lexicography governs.” Id. at

1316. “ln other cases, the specification may reveal an intentional disclaimer, or disavowal, of

claim scope by the inventor.” Id. As a general rule, however, the particular examples or

embodiments discussed in the specification are not to be read into the claims as limitations. Id.

at 1323. In the end, “[t]he construction that stays true to the claim language and most naturally

aligns with the patent’s description of the invention will be the correct construction.” Id. at

1316 (quoting Renishaw PLC v. Marposs Societa 'per Azioni, 158 F.3d 1243, 1250 (Fed. Cir.

1998)).

In addition to the claims and the specification, the prosecution history should be

examined, if in evidence. Id. at 1317; see also Liebel-Flarsheim C0. v. Medrad, Inc, 358 F.3d

898, 913 (Fed. Cir.‘2004). The prosecution history can “often inform the meaning of the claim

language by demonstrating how the inventor understood the invention and Whetherthe inventor

limited the invention in the course of prosecution, making the claim scope narrower than it

would otherwise be.” Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317; see also Chimie v. PPG Indus. Inca, 402 F.3d

1371, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (“The purpose of consulting the prosecution history in construing a

claim is to ‘exclude any interpretation that was disclaimed during prosecution.’”)
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' When the intrinsic evidence does not establish the meaning of a claim, then extrinsic

evidence (i.e., all evidence external to the patent and the prosecution history, including

dictionaries, inventor testimony, expert testimony, and learned treatises) may be considered.

Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317. Extrinsic evidence is generally viewed as less reliable than the patent

itself and its prosecution history in determining how to define claim terms. Id. at 1317. “The

court may receive extrinsic evidence to educate itself about the invention and the relevant

technology, but the court may not use extrinsic evidence to arrive at a claim construction that is

clearly at odds with the construction mandated by the intrinsic evidence.” Elkay Mfg. C0. v. i

Ebco Mfg. C0., 192 F.3d 973, 977 (Fed. Cir. 1999).

Ifi after a review of the intrinsic and extrinsic evidence, a claim term remains ambiguous,

the claim should be construed so as to maintain its validity. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1327. Claims,

however, cannot be judicially rewritten in order to fulfill theaxiom of preserving their validity.

See Rhine v. Casio, Inca, l83 F.3d 1342, 1345 (Fed. Cir. l999). Thus, “if the only claim

construction that is consistent with the claim’s language and the written description renders the

claim invalid, then the axiom does not apply and the claim is simply invalid.” Id.

1. Means-Plus-Function Limitations

Under 35 U.S.C. § l12 {[6, an applicant is permitted “to express a claim limitation as a

means or step for performing a specified function without claiming the structure that performs

the fiinction.” See Biomedino, LLC v. Waters Techs. Corp, 490 F.3d 946, 948 (Fed. Cir. 2007).

If the applicant uses the term “means” to describe a claim limitation, a presumption arises that

the inventor used the term to describe the claim limitation in rneans—plusfunction format

according to § 112 1]6. Id. at 950.

Once the court concludes that § 112 fl 6 applies, “two steps of claim construction remain:
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1) the court must first identify the function of the limitation; and 2) the court must then look to

the specification and identify the corresponding structure for that function.” Id. The

corresponding stnicture is the “structure in the written description necessary to perform that

function.” Minks v. Polaris Indus, 546 F.3d 1364, 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2008). If the specification is

unclear as to the structure corresponding to the claimed function, the applicant “has not paid the

price” for invoking § 112 fit6, and “has in effect failed to particularly point out and distinctly

claim the invention as required by the second paragraph of § 112.” Biomedino, 490 F.3d at 948

(internal quotation omitted). In such cases, “the claim will be found invalid as indefinite.” Id. at

950.

B. Infringement

ln a section 337 investigation, the complainant bears the burden of proving infringement

of the asserted patent claims by a preponderance of the evidence. Spansion, Inc. v. Int ’l Trade

Comm ’n, 629 F.3d 1331, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2010). This standard “requires proving that

infringement was more likely than not to have occurred.” Warner.-LambertC0. v. Teva Pharm.

USA,Inc, 418 F.3d 1326, 1341 n.15 (Fed. Cir. 2005).

1. Literal Infringement

Literal infringement is a question of fact. Finisar Corp. v. DirecT VGrp., Ina, 523 F.3d

1323, 1332 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Literal infringement requires the patentee to prove that the accused

device contains each limitation of the asserted claim(s). If any claim limitation is absent, there is

no literal infringement of that claim as a matter of law. Bayer AG v. Elan Pharm. Research

C0rp., 212 F.3d 1241, 1247 (Fed. Cir. 2000).
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2. Doctrine of Equivalents

Where literal infringement is not found, infringement nevertheless can be found under the

doctrine of equivalents. Determining infringement under the doctrine of equivalents “requires an

intensely factual inquiry.” Vehicular Tech. Corp. v. Titan Wheel Int ’l, lncx, 212 F.3d 1377, l381

(Fed. Cir. 2000). The Supreme Court has described the essential inquiry of the doctrine of

equivalents analysis in terms of whether the accused product or process contains elements

identical or equivalent to each claimed‘element of the patented invention. Warner-Jenkinson

C0., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chem. C0., 520 U.S. 17, 40 (1997). The Federal Circuit applies two

articulations of the test for equivalents, as one phrasing may be more suitable for particular fact

patterns or technologies:

Under the insubstantial differences test, “[a]n element in the accused device is
equivalent to a claim limitation if the only differences between the two are
insubstantial.” Alternatively, under the function-way-result test, an element in the
accused device is equivalent to a claim limitation if it “performs substantially the
same function in substantially the same Wayto obtain substantially the same
result.”

Veda v. Cordis Corp, 536 F.3d 1311, 1326 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (citations omitted). In Warner

Jenkinson, the Supreme Court noted that the doctrine of equivalents is subject to several

limitations, including applying the doctrine to individual elements of a claim and not to the

invention as a whole. Warner-Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 29.

3. Indirect Infringement

Indirect infringement may be either induced or contributory. Direct infringement must

first be established in order for a claim of indirect infringement to prevail. BMC Res. v.

Paymenfech, 498 F.3d 1373, 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
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a) Induced Infringement _

Section 27l(b) of the Patent Act provides: “Whoever actively induces infringement of a

patent shall be liable as an infringer.” 35 U.S.C. §27l(b) (2008). To establish liability, the (

patent holder must prove that “once the defendants knew of the patent, they ‘actively and

knowingly aid[ed] and abett[cd] another’s direct infringement?” DSU Med. Corp. v. JMS C0.,

Ltd. 471 F.3d 1293,1305 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en bane) (citations omitted). A finding of induced

infringement requires “evidence of culpable conduct, directed to encouraging another’s

infringement, not merely that the inducer had knowledge of the direct infringer’s activities.” Id.

at 1306. Although §27l(b) requires knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent

infringement, the Supreme Court has held that liability will also attach when the defendant is

willfully blind. Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 131 S. Ct. 2060, 2068-2069 (2011).

The burden is on the complainant to prove that the respondent had the specific intent and took

action to induce infringement. DSU, 471 F.3d at 1305-06. Intent may be proven by

circumstantial evidence. Lucent Tech., Inc. v. Gateway, lnc., 580 F.3d 1301, 1322 (Fed. Cir.

2009)

b) Contributory Infringement

Under 35 U.S.C.§ 271(0), the seller of a component especially designed for use in a

patented invention may be liable as a contributory infringer, provided the component is not a

staple article of commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. Ricoh Co., Lid. v. Quanta

Computer Inc., 550 F. 3d 1325, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2008). In a section 337 case, a complainant

alleging contributory infringement must show: (1) there is an act of direct infringement in

violation of section 337; (2) the accused device has no substantial non-infringing uses; and (3)

the accused infringer imported, sold for importation, or sold after importation within the United
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States, the accused components that contributed to an0ther’s direct infringement. Spansion, 629

F.3d at 1353.

C. Validity

A patent is presumed valid. 35 U.S.C. § 282; Microsoft Corp. v. i4i Ltd. P ’shz'p,

l3l S. Ct. 2238, 2242 (2011). A respondent who has raised patent invalidity as an affirmative

defense has the burden of overcoming this presumption by clear and convincing evidence.

Microsoft,l3l S. Ct. at 2242. Since the claims of a patent measure the invention at issue, the

claims must be interpreted and given the same meaning for purposes of both validity and

infiingement analyses. Amazon.com, Inc. v. Barnesana'noble.com, Inc., 239 F.3d 1343, 1351

(Fed. Cir. 2001). As with an infringement analysis, an analysis of invalidity involves two steps:

determining the scope of the claim and comparing the properly construed claim with the prior art

to determine Whetherthe claimed invention is anticipated and/or rendered obvious.

1. Anticipation (35 U.S.C. § 102)

A patent may be found invalid as anticipated under 35 U.S.C. § l()2(a) if “the invention

was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed publication in

this country, or patented or described in a printed publication in a foreign country, before the

invention thereof by the applicant for patent.” 35 U.S.C. § lO2(a). A patent may be found

invalid as anticipated under 35 U.S.C. § l02(b) if “the invention was patented or described in a

printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more

than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States.” .35 U.S.C.

§ l02(b). Under 35 U.S.C. §l02(e), a patent is invalid as anticipated if “the invention was

described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States

before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent.” 35 U.S.C. §l02(e). Anticipation is a
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question of fact that must be established by clear and convincing evidence. Tessera, Inc. v. Int ’l

Trade Comm ’n,646 F.3d 1357, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (citing Sanofi-Synihelabo v. Apotex Inc.,

550 F.3d 1075, 1082 (Fed. Cir. 2008)).

Under 35 U.S.C. § 102, a claim is anticipated and therefore invalid when “the four

corners of a single, prior art document describe every element of the claimed invention, either

expressly or inherently, such that a person of ordinary skill in the art could practice the invention

without undue experimentation.” Advanced Display Sysx,Inc. v. Kent State Univ., 212 F.3d

1272, 1282 (Fed. Cir. 2000), cert. denied, 532 U.S. 904 (2001). A finding of inherent

anticipation “is appropriate only when the reference discloses prior art that must necessarily

include the unstated limitation.” King Pharm, Inc. v. Eon Labs, 1nc., 616 F.3d 1267, 1274 (Fed.

Cir. 2010). To be considered anticipatory, the prior art reference must be enabling and describe

the applicant’s claimed invention sufficiently to have placed it in possession of a person of

ordinary skill in the field of the invention. Helifx Ltd. v. Blok-Lok, Ltd., 208 F.3d 1339, 1346

(Fed. Cir. 2000).

2. Obviousness (35 U.S.C. § 1.03)

Under 35 U.S.C. §1()3,a patent may be found invalid for obviousness if “the differences

between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter

as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having

ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.” 35 U.S.C. §l03(a). Because

obviousness is determined at the time of invention, rather than the date of application or

litigation, “[t]he great challenge of the obviousness judgment is proceeding without any hint of

hindsight.” Star Scientific, Inc. v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco C0., 655 F.3d 1364, 1375 (Fed. Cir.

201 1) (“Star 11”).
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When a patent is challenged as obvious, the critical inquiry in determining the differences

between the claimed invention and the prior art is whether there is a reason to combine the prior

art references. KSR Int’! C0. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398, 417-418 (2007). In KSR, the

Supreme Court rejected the Federal Circuit’s rigid application of the teaching-suggestion

motivation test. The Court stated that “it can be important to identify a reason that would have

prompted a person of ordinary skill in the relevant field to combine the elements in the way the

claimed new invention does.” KSR, 550 U.S. at 418. The Court described a more flexible

analysis:

Often, it will be necessary for a court to look to interrelated teachings of multiple
patents; the effects of demands known to the design community or present in the
marketplace; and the background knowledge possessed by a person having
ordinary skill in the art, all in order to determine whether there was an apparent
reason to combine the known elements in the fashion claimed by the patent at
issue. . . . As our precedents make clear, however, the analysis need not seek out
precise teachings directed to the specific subject matter of the challenged claim,
for a court can take account of the inferences and creative steps that a person of
ordinary skill in the art would employ.

KSR, 550 U.S. at 418. The Federal Circuit has since held.that when a patent is challenged as

obvious, based on a combination of several prior art references, “the burden falls on the patent

challenger to show by clear and convincing evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art

would have had reason to attempt to make the composition or device, or carry out the claimed

process, and would have had a reasonable expectation of success in doing so.” PharmaStem

Therapeutics, Inc. v. ViaCell, Inc, 491 F.3d 1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (citations omitted). The

reason to attempt “need not always be written references but may be found within the knowledge

and creativity of ordinarily skilled artisans.” Ortho-McNeil Pharm., Inc. v;Mylar: Lab, Inc, 520

F.3d 1358, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2008). . 1
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Obviousness is a determination of law based on underlying determinations of fact. Star

II, 655 F.3d at 1374. The factual determinations behind a finding of obviousness include: (1) the

scope and content of the prior art, (2) the level and content of the prior art, 3(3)the differences

between the claimed invention and the prior art, and (4) secondary considerations of non

obviousness. KSR, 550 U.S. at 399 (citing Graham v. John Deere C0., 383 U.S. 1, 17 (1966)).

These factual determinations are referred to collectively as the “Graham factors.” Secondary

considerations of non-obviousness include commercial success, long felt but unresolved need,

and the failure of others. Id. When present, secondary considerations “give light to the

circumstances surrounding the origin of the subject matter sought to be patented," but they are

not dispositive on the issue of obviousness. Geo. M Martin C0. v.Alliance Mach. Sys. Int ’l.,

618 F.3d 1294, 1304-()6(Fed. Cir. 2010). A court must consider all of the evidence from the

Graham factors before reaching a decision on obviousness. For evidence of secondary

considerations to be given substantial weight in the obviousness determination, its proponent

must establish a nexus between the evidence and the merits of the claimed invention. W Union

C0. v. M0neyGram Payment Sys. Inc, 626 F.3d 1361, 1372-73 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (citing In re

GPAC 1nc., 57 F.3d 1573, 1580 (Fed. Cir. 1995)).

3. Written Description (35 U.S.C. § 112,fll)

The hallmark of the written description requirement is the disclosure of the invention.

Ariad Pharm., Inc. v. Eli Lilly and Ca, 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en bane). The test

for determining the sufficiency of the Writtendescription in a patent requires “an objective

inquiry into the four comers of the specification from the perspective of a person of ordinary

skill in the art. Based on that inquiry, the specification must describe an invention understandable

to that skilled artisan and show that the inventor actually invented the invention claimed.” Id.
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Compliance with the written description requirement is a question of fact and “the level of detail

required to satisfy the written description requirement varies depending on the nature and scope

of the claims and on the complexity and predictability of the relevant technology.” Id

4. Derivation (35 U.S.C. § 102(1)) 9

Under 35 U.S.C. § l02(t), a person is not entitled to a patent if he derived conception of

the invention from any other source or person. 35 U.S.C. § 102(1);Solomon v. Kimberly-Clark

C0rp., 216 F.3d 1372, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2000). To prove derivation “‘the party asserting invalidity

must prove both prior conception of the invention by another and communication of that

conception to the patentee’ by clear and convincing evidence.” Eaton Corp. v. Rockwell Int ’l

C0rp., 323 F.3d 1332, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (internal quotations omitted). Furthermore, “[t]he

communication [of the prior conception] must be sufficient to enable one of ordinary skill in the

art to make the patented invention.” Id.; see also Hedgewick v. Akers, 497 F.2d 905, 908

(C.C.P.A. 1974) (mere proof that a defendant had access to a third pa|1y‘sinvention is

insufficient to prove derivation).

D. Domestic Industry

In a patent-based complaint, a violation of section 337 can be found “only if an industry

in the United States, relating to the articles protected by the patent . . . concerned, exists or is in

the process of being established.” 19 U.S.C. §l337(a)(2). Under Commission precedent, this

“domestic industry requirement” of section 337 consists of an economic prong and a technical

prong. Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and Components Thereof lnv. No. 337-TA-586,

Comm’n Op. at l2-14, 2009 WL 5134139 (U.S.I.T.C. Dec. 2009). The complainant bears the

burden of establishing that the domestic industry requirement is satisfied. See Certain Se!-Top
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Boxes and Components Thereofi lnv. No. 337-TA-454, Final Initial Determination at 294, 2002

WL 31556392 (U.S.I.T.C. June 21, 2002) (unrevievvedby Commission in relevant part).

1. Economic Prong

Section 337(a)(3) sets forth the following economic criteria for determining the existence

of a domestic industry in such investigations:

(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States
shall be considered to exist if there is in the United States, with
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark,
mask Work,or design concerned ~

(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;

O3) significant employment of labor or capital; or

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineering,
research and development, or licensing.

Given that these criteria are listed in the disjunctive, satisfaction of any one of them will be

sufficient to meet the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. Certain Integrated

Circuit Chipsets and Prods. Containing Same, lnv. No. 337-TA-428, Order No. 10, Initial

Determination (unreviewed) (May 4, 2000).

2. Technical Prong

The technical prong of the domestic industry requirement is satisfied when the

complainant in a patent-based section 337 investigation establishes that it is practicing or

exploiting the patents at issue. See 19 U.S.C. §1337 (a)(2) and (3); Certain Microsphere

Adhesives, Processfor Making Same and Prods. Containing Same, Including Self-Stick

Repositionable Notes, lnv. No. 337-TA-366, Comm’n Op. at 8, 1996 WL 1056095 (U.S.I.T.C.

Jan. 16, 1996). “The test for satisfying the ‘technical prong’ of the industry requirement is

essentially [the] same as that for infringement, i.e., a comparison of domestic products to the
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asserted claims.” Alloc, Inc. v. Int ’l Trade Comm ’n, 342 F.3d 1361, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2003). To

prevail, the patentee must establish by a preponderance of the evidence that the domestic product

practices one or more claims of the patent, either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents.

B@w;fl2F3dm1%W.BBsmfidmnwshmmmumemnémmpmmkemwchmufidmt

patent, not necessarily an asserted claim of that patent. Certain Microsphere Adhesives,

Comnfn Op. at 7-16.

E. Other Defenses

1. Patent Exhaustion

“The longstanding doctrine of patent exhaustion provides that the initial authorized sale

of a patented item terminates all patent rights to that item.” Quanta Computer, Inc. v. LG Elec.,

Inca, 553 U.S. 617, 625 (2008); Transcore, LP v. Electronic Transaction Consultants Corp, 563

F.3d 1271, 1274 (Fed. Cir. 2009). The sale that triggers patent exhaustion must take place in the

United States. See Jazz Photo Corp. v. US. Int ’l Trade Comm’n, 264 F.3d 1094, 1105 (Fed. Cir.

2001). After an exhausting sale the patent holder can no longer invoke patent law to control the

post-sale use of the product and subsequent purchasers of the product inherit the same immunity

as the first authorized purchaser. Quanta, 553 U.S. at 638; Mallinckrodt Inc. v. Medipart Ina,

976 F.2d 700, 708 (Fed. Cir. 1992); Certain F lash Memory Controllers, Drivers, Memory Cards,

and Media Players and Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA—619,Int. Det. at 36 (Apr. 10,

2009) (quoting Jazz Photo, 264 F.3d at 1105).
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VI THE ’766 PATENT

A. Claim Construction p

Overland is asserting claims 1-3 and 7~9, which read as follows (with the first instance

of the agreed-upon terms highlighted in italics):

A data storage system comprising: a plurality of media element drives; a plurality of
media elements, all of which are readable in each of said plurality of media element
drives; a plurality of media element storage locations; a moveable carriage adapted to
transport media elements from at least one of said media element storage locations to at
least one of said media element drives; a plurality of host computers; and a controller
coupled to said plurality of media element drives, said moveable carriage, and said
plurality of host computers, wherein said controller is configured such that a subset of
said plurality of media elements and a subset of said plurality of media element drives are
available for read/write access by a first one of said plurality of host computers and are
unavailable for read/write access by a second one of said plurality of host computers.

ln a media element library, a method of executing a plurality of data manipulation
commands comprising: pre-allocating subsets of media elements present in said media
element library to servicing requests from respective ones of a plurality of host computers
so that no subset contains the same media element as another subset; pre-allocating
subsets of media element drives present in said media element library to servicing
requests from respective ones of said plurality of host computers so that no subset
contains the same media element drive as another subset; wherein all media elements are
readable in each of said media element drives; wherein a subset of said media elements
and a subset of said media element drives are available for read/write access by a first one
of said plurality of host computers and are unavailable for readjwrite access by a second
one of said plurality of host computers; receiving a plurality of data manipulation
commands from said plurality of host computers coupled to said media element library;
queuing said plurality of data manipulation commands in a memory of said media
element library; and sequentially performing said data manipulation commands.

The data storage system of claim l, additionally comprising a user configurable memory
storing data defining said controller’s response to commands from said plurality of host
computers such that said subset of said plurality of media elements and said subset of
said plurality of media element drives is user selected.

The data storage system of claim 1, wherein said controller comprises a plurality of
input-output interfaces for coupling to respective ones of said plurality of host computers.

The data storage system of claim 7, wherein said input-output interfaces comprise SCSI
interfaces.
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9. The data storage system of claim 1, wherein said media elements comprise magnetic tape
cartridges.

(Di-l at 10:51-11:51.)

1. Construction of Agreed-Upon Claim Terms

The parties have agreed to the following constructions and do not dispute the meaning of

any terms in the asserted claims of the ’766 patent. (CIB at 23; RIB at 13.)

a) “unavailable”

Overland and the BDT Respondents agree that the term “unavailable,” which appears in

claims 1-3 and 7-9 of the ’766 patent, should be construed as “not accessible for the

manipulation of data.” (CIB at 23; RIB at 13.)

The undersigned hereby adopts the parties’ proposed construction and shall construe

“unavailable”to mean “not accessiblefor the manipulation of data.”

a) “data manipulation commands”

The tenn “data manipulation commands” appears in claim 2 of the ’766 patent. The

parties agree that this term should be interpreted to mean “commands that move, copy, change,

or delete data mechanically or electronically.” (CIB at 23; BDT PHB at 13.)

Accordingly, the undersigned hereby construes “data manipulation commands” as

“commands that move, copy, change, or delete data mechanically or electronically.”

B. Infringement

Overland does not allege that the BDT Respondents directly infringe the ’766 patent.

(CIB at 31.) Overland does, however, contend that the BDT Respondents are liable for induced

and contributory infringement of the ’766 patent with the predicate acts of direct infringement

performed by third parties IBM, Dell, and their customers. (Id. at 25-30.) Overland claims that

the BDT Respondents manufacture FlexStor ll tape libraries outside of the United States for
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companies like IBM and Dell to sell under their own brand names. Overland alleges that these

tape libraries are imported and sold in the United States by BDT Products, or sold outside of the

United States and imported by the BDT Respondents’ customers. (Id. at 8.)

1. Direct Infringement by Third Parties

Overland maintains that third parties IBM, Dell, and their customers directly infringe

claims l-3 and 7-9 of the ’766 patent when they use the partitioning feature of the accused

products. (Id. at 31-32.) Specifically, Overland contends that direct infringement of claims 1-3

and 7-9 occurs when IBM tests the TS3l()0 and TS320Otape libraries with host computers

connected to different partitions. (Goodman, Tr. at l050:5-I4, 105111-6,ll05: l9-25; CIB at 33

(noting that [

]).) Overland asserts that Dell’s direct infringement of

claims l-3 and 7-9 likewise occurs through testing, [

] (McTeer, Tr. at 549:4-13, 550:9-15, 551:9-554:l2.)

a) Claim 1

i) Literal Infringement

The BDT Respondents do not contest that the accused products literally satisfy the

following limitations of claim 1:

o “a plurality of media element drives.” (McTeer, Tr. at 544:5-8 (Dell); Goodman, Tr.
at 1079112-l5 (IBM); Smith, Tr. at 1365:25-136626.) 5

~ “a plurality of media elements, all of which are readable in each of said plurality of
media element drives.” (McTeer, Tr. at 544:9-25, 546:7-12; Smith, Tr. at 1366:7
l367:6; CX-I90 at 746IBMO()0l1559; CX-243 at OS0O14259.)

~ “a plurality of media element storage locations.” (McTeer, Tr. at 543:23-541 :l;
Smith, Tr. at 1367:7-l l.)
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- “a moveable carriage adapted to transport media elements from at least one of said
media element storage locations to at least one of said media element drives.” (CX
008C at Q/A 92-93; RX-581 at Q/A 23-24; Smith, Tr. at 1367:12-18.)

~ “a plurality of host computers.” (CX-008C at Q/A 116; McTeer, Tr. at 549:4-13,
550:9-15, 551:9-554112; Goodman, Tr. at 105025-14, 1051:}-6, 1l05:19-25, 1068:22
1070:14.)

- “a controller coupled to said plurality of media element drives, said moveable
carriage, and said plurality of host computers.” (CX-181 at 7149; CX-008C at Q/A
102-103; JX-54; Smith, Tr. at 1369-1370:1.)

Thus, the dispute between the parties centers on the “unavailable” and “partitioning”

limitations. (CIB at 17-40; RIB at 17-30.)

(1) “wherein said controller is configured such that
a subset of said plurality of media elements and a
subset of said plurality of media element drives
are available for read/write access by a first one
of said plurality of host computers”

This limitation refers to the partitioning of a media library into two or more logical

libraries. (JX-1 at 2:9-26; CIB at 4-5, 24-25; RIB at 7-10, 13.) While the parties agree that the

accused products create partitions based on tape slot location rather than tape identity, they

dispute whether this distinction has any bearing on the infringement of the asserted claims. (CIB

at 31-32; RIB at 27.)

Overland asserts that “the claims do not recite a specific mechanism for organizing tapes

or tape slots, nor do they recite what the library controller will or will not keep track of, nor do

they even recite that the partitions must be based on media elements or media element storage

locations.” (CRB at 9.) According to Overland, all the claims describe is that as a result of

partitioning, a subset of media elements are available for read/write access by a first host, and

unavailable for access by a second host. (Id)
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The BDT Respondents insist that claim l expressly requires partitioning by “media

elements” or tape identity. (RIB at 27-28 (emphasizing the use of the phrase “media element” in

the claim language).) According to the BDT Respondents, the accused devices practice a

different type of partitioning (i.e., “media storage location” partitioning), which assigns tape slots

to each partition, rather than individual tapes to each partition. (Id. at 28-29.) The BDT

Respondents dispute that the two types of partitioning are equivalents, arguing that “they work in

different ways, and as a result, may have very different outcomes.” (Id. at 30-32.) In

distinguishing between the two types of partitioning, the BDT Respondents note that while

partitioning by “media storage location” keeps partitions static and allows tapes to be swapped

between partitions, “media element” partitioning assigns each individual tape to a partition and a

tape will remain in that partition, regardless of the tape slot it occupies. (Id. at 32 (citing Smith,

Tr. at 1503:20-l504:2 (“[l]n fact, you can take a tape out, put it on the shelf, leave it there for a

year and put it back somewhere in the library and it is still part of the same partition.”)).)

The undersigned finds the EDT Respondents’ arguments unavailing in light of the plain

language of the claim. The “partitioning” limitation does not require “media element”

partitioning, nor does it exclude “media storage location” partitioning. (JX-1 at 10:61-11:2

(“wherein said controller is configured such that a subset of said plurality of media elements and

a subset of said plurality of media element drives are available for read/write access by a first

one of said plurality of host computers . . .”).) Instead, all the ’766 patent requires is that a

partitioned lilriraiyresult from the controller’s configuration. (Id. at 10:61-11:2, 5:12-20 (“As the

controller allocates the storage locations among the host computers, each subset of the media

elements 30 present in a given group of storage locationsis available for read/write access to one

of the host computers, but is unavailable for read/write access to the other host computers”),
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6:30-35 (“{V]irtual libraries are created by configuring the controller such that each of the host

computers 37 have one of the sets of media element storage locations 31, 33, and 35, 43

transparently allocated for their respective use, thereby eliminating any conflict between the host

computers 37 for the same media element.”).) Because the BDT Respondents admit that the

accused products are configured to achieve a partitioned library, albeit through media storage

location partitioning, the undersigned finds that the accused products practice this limitation of

claim l. (Smith, Tr. at 1370111-15;CX~l9O at 3-1; CX-263 at 3-1; CX-008C at Q/A 104.)

(2) “and are unavailable for read/write access by a
second one of said plurality of host computers.”

Overland argues that all this claim limitation requires is “that a subset of media elements

and media element drives be ‘unavailable’ to one of the ‘host computers?” (CIB at 31-32; CRB

at 5.) According to Overland, this limitation is practiced “[w]hen a user creates a partition in an

accused product, [because] certain tape cartridges and tape drives are available for read/write

access to one host computer to the exclusion of other host computers.” (CIB at 38.) Although

the accused products allow tapes to move between partitions, Overland notes that after the tape is

moved, it is unavailable to the host from which it originated. (Id. at 40; CRB at 5.) Overland

submitsthat the plain language of the claims expressly refers to “access” by “host computers.”

The fact that the web user interface on the accused products allows a user to see all the tapes in

the library “does not [in Overland’s view] change the fact that only some of the tapes are

available for read/write access by each host computer.” (CIB at 40.)

The BDT Respondents argue that the media elements and media element drives of the

accused products are not “unavailable” as required by the claims because “multiple features of

the accused products allow any connected host to access and manipulate tapes across partitions.”

(RIB at 18.) Specifically, the BDT Respondents point to the web user interface and the
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import/export slot of the accused products, which they describe as, “allow[ing] any attached host

to access and manipulate tapes across partitions.” (Id. at 19.) Because the tapes in the accused

products can be moved from one host’s partition to another host’s partition, the BDT

Respondents contend that “any tape is available to any host” and accordingly, no tapes are

unavailable. (Id.) 7

The undersigned agrees with Overland, finding that the tapes and drives available to one

host computer in the accused products are “unavailable for read/write access by a second one of

said plurality of host computers.” Claim 1 does not require that the tapes available to the first

host can never be moved to a second host. (See JX-l at 10:65-l l:2.) What claim l does require

is that a second host cannot read from, or write to, a tape that is assigned to the first host. (Id.)

In the accused products, when a tape is moved from one host’s partition to another host’s

partition, it is available to the new host for read and write access, and unavailable to the original

host. (Jestice, Tr. at 678:3-679: 10.) Accordingly, the undersigned finds that the accused

products satisfy the “unavailable” limitation of claim l.

(3) Conclusion

Because Overland has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that each element of

claim 1 is practiced by the accused products, the undersigned finds that the IBM TS3100 and

TS320O and the Dell TLZOOOand TL4000 tape libraries directly infringe claim 1.

ii) Doctrine of Equivalents

(1) “plurality of host computers”

The only dispute regarding infringement of claim 1 under the doctrine of equivalents

concerns the “plurality of host computers” limitation. Overland contends that this limitation “is

satisfied under the doctrine of equivalents when a single physical computer is connected to
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multiple partitions” because both systems read and Write separate sets of data through separate

communication channels to achieve segregated data in different partitions of the library. (Id. at

35-36 (explaining that when a user “connect[s] one host computer to multiple partitions to back

up two different sets of data . . . or to perform backups with two different software applications”

it is equivalent to a plurality of host computers).) L

Overland claims that, contrary to the BDT Respondents’ assertion, it is not barred by

prosecution history estoppel from applying the doctrine of equivalents to the “plurality of host

computers” limitation. (Id. at 37.) Overland insists that when the ’766 applicant distinguished

U.S. Patent No. 6,084,736 to Kurokawa (“Kurokawa ”) during prosecution, it was done on the

grounds that Kurakawa “did not disclose media drives associated with a subset of host computers

or host computers connected to a subset of media element drives.” (]d.) Thus, according to

Overland, “the fact that Kurokawa did not disclose multiple host computers was incidental to the

main point——-thatKurokawa did not disclose media drives associated with only one host

computer as opposed to another.” (Id)

The BDT Respondents assert that prosecution history estoppel bars Overland from

arguing that a single computer is equivalent to a plurality of host computers. (RIB at 37.) The

BDT Respondents claim the ’766 applicant obtained allowance of the claims by distinguishing

Kumkawa on the basis that “Kurokawa does not disclose using multiple host computers.” (Id. at

38 (citing JX-2 at OS0002275).) In addition, the BDT Respondents contend that Overland’s

doctrine of equivalents analysis under the function-way-result test applies the wrong function

and results (Id. at 39 (“The function Overland identifies ‘writing and reading separate sets of

data’-—l(CX~8CQ.95)~—bearsno correlation to the limitation of a ‘plurality of host computers.’

5
The BDT Respondents also argue that Overland’s analysis is improper because “Overland incorrectly looks at the

claim as a whole and does not even attempt to analyze the equivalents of the individual elements of the claim." (RIB
at 38-39.)
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And the ‘result’ identified by [Overland’s expert}-—thatdata is ‘segregated into different

partitions in the library’ (CX-8C Q.95)~—isnot achieved using a single host computer.”).) The

BDT Respondents insist that when a single host computer is connected to multiple partitions,

applications on the host computer can access both partitions and comingle data. (Id. (citing

Smith, Tr. at 147925-24; Goodman, Tr. at 109116-,l092:14.).)

The undersigned finds the BDT Respondents’ arguments unpersuasive. First, the BDT

Respondents mischaracterize Overland’s position. Overland does not argue that “a plurality of

host computers” is equivalent to a single host computer. Rather, Overland asserts that a

“plurality of host computers” is equivalent to “a single physical computer connected to multiple

partitions.” (CIB at 35 (emphasis added).) The undersigned agrees with Overland that a single

host computer connected to multiple partitions performs substantially the same function as a

plurality of host computers, in substantially the same way as a plurality of host computers, to

obtain the same result as a plurality of host computers. TIP Sys., LLC v. Phillips &

Brooks/Gladwin, lnc., 529 F.3d 1364, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 2008). When a single host computer is

used to back up two sets of data, or to perform backup with two different software applications,

the single host writes data to separate logical libraries through physically separate

communication channels and achieves data that is segregated into different partitions in the

library. (CX-008C at Q/A 95; Smith, Tr. at 136211-1363:1.) Similarly, a plurality of host

computers write data to separate logical libraries through physically separate communication

channels resulting in data that is segregated into different partitions of the library. (Id.) The

undersigned therefore finds that Overland has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that a

single host computer connected to multiple partitions is equivalent to a plurality of host

computers.
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The undersigned further finds that prosecution history estoppel does not bar Overland’s

claim that a single host computer connected to multiple partitions is equivalent to a plurality of

host computers. During the prosecution of the ’766 patent, the examiner rejected certain claims

as being obvious in light of U.S. Patent No. 5,925,119 (“Maroney”) and Kurokawa. Specifically

the examiner stated:

[Kurokawa] teaches a subset of media element drives dedicated to
a subset of media elements, and another subset of media element
drives dedicated to another subset of media elements (col. ll, lines
l l-l6) to improve the processing with the data storage system
(Abstract, lines ll-16). Since Maroney teaches a subset of the
plurality of media elements being available for read/write access
by a first host computer and being unavailable for read/write
access by a second host computer, it would have been obvious to
one having ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was
made that Kurokawa’s aforementioned teachings would allow the
association of a subset of media element drives with a first host
computer and another subset of media element drives with a
second host computer and would improve the processing of
Maroney’s data storage system. l

(JX-2 at OS0OO2l00.) The ’766 applicant successfully traversed this rejection by arguing that

{l] there would have been no impetus to combine Kurokawa with Maroney because the media

drives of Kurokawa are not associated with a subset of host computers; and [2] it would not have

been obvious to apply the media element to drive element association of Kurokawa to a drive

element to host computer association since Kurokawa does not disclose using multiple host

computers. (Id at OS0002274-2275.) Nothing in the discussion of Kurokawa, or the

amendments that followed, “evince[s] a clear and unmistakable surrender” of a single host

computer connected to multiple partitions. Conoco, Inc. v. Energy & Enll. Int ’lL.(1,460 F.3d

1349, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

p Accordingly, the undersigned finds that the IBM TS3 100 and TS3200 and the Dell

TL2000 and TL4000 practice the “plurality of host computers” limitation of the ’766 patent
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under the doctrine of equivalents, and therefore claim l is also infringed under the doctrine of

equivalents.

b) Claim 2

The BDT Respondents do not contest that the accused products literally satisfy the

following limitations of claim 2:

Q “pre-allocating subsets of media element drives present in said media element library to
servicing requests from respective ones of said plurality of host computers so that no
subset contains the same media element drive as another subset.” (CX-008C at Q/A 143
144.) '

v “wherein all media elements are readable in each of said media element drives.”
(McTeer, Tr. at 544:9-25, 546:7-12; Smith, Tr. at 1366:?-l 367:6; CX-190 at
746IBMOO011559;CX-243 at OS0014259.)

I “receiving a plurality of data manipulation commands from said plurality of host
computers coupled to said media element library.” (Smith, Tr. at 1367119-l368:1; CX
008C at Q/A 14-150.)

Q “queuing said plurality of data manipulation commands in a memory of said media
element library.” (JX-54 at 47:15-48:10, 59:9-12, 59:20-22; CX-008C at Q/A 151-152;
Goodman, Tr. at 1053:2-13, 1065:19-22; Smith, Tr. at l397:9-1398:5.)

0 “sequentially performing said data manipulation commands.” (McTeer, Tr. at 556:9-14;
Goodman, Tr. at l053:2-13; Smith, Tr. at l367:9-139825.)

Thus, like claim l, the dispute here focuses on the “unavailable” and “partitioning”

limitations. The undersigned has hereinabove rejected the BDT Respondents’ non-infringement

arguments and found the “unavailable” and “partitioning” limitations literally met by the accused

products. (See Section Vl.B.l .a.i, supra.) The undersigned therefore finds that the IBM TS3l00

and TS32O0and Dell TL2000 and TL4000 literally infringe claim 2 of the ’766 patent.

b) Claims 3 and 7-9

The BDT Respondents do not dispute that the following limitations of dependent claims

3 and 7-9 are satisfied:
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‘ Claim 3: “. . . a user configurable memory storing data defining said controller’s response
to commands from said plurality of host computers . . . ” (CX-008C at Q/A l63; Smith,
Tr. at l398:6-l l; IX-54 at 47:20-48:15.)

1 Claim 7: “. . . wherein said controller comprises a plurality of input-output interfaces for
coupling the respective ones of said plurality of host computers.” (JX-54 at 21:13-22:1;
CX-008C at Q/A at 80-81.)

0 Claim 8: “. . . wherein said input-output interfaces comprise SCSI interfaces.” (CX-008C
at Q/A 190-195.) '

0 Claim 9: “. . .v\/hereinsaid media elements comprise magnetic tape cartridges.” The
accused products use magnetic tape cartridges. (Smith, Tr. at l366:15-18; CX-361; CX
008C at Q/A 204-206, 214.)

(CIB at 17-32.)

Accordingly, because the undersigned has found hereinabove that every limitation of

claim l is met by the accused products, and because the additional limitations of the dependent

claims are uncontested, the undersigned finds that the IBM TS3100 and TS3200 and Dell

TL2000 and TL4000 directly infringe claims 3 and 7-9 of the ’766 patent.

2. Indirect Infringement

a) Induced Infringement

According to Overland, “[inducement] is beyond dispute” because the BDT usermanuals

provide explicit instructions on how to infringe claims 1, 3, and 7-9 of the ’766 patent.6 (CIB at

26 (“The BDT User Manual instructs users how to install tape drives, how to use tape cartridges,

how to connect a host computer, and how to partition the library”); CX-243.) Overland argues

that the BDT Respondents have known of the ’766 patent since August 13, 2010, when Overland

sued the BDT Respondents for patent infringement in the Southern District of California. (CIB

at 27.) Overland claims the BDT Respondents’ subsequent actions (i.e., seeking an opinion of

counsel and designing around the ’766 patent) are evidence that the BDT Respondents suspected

6Overland submits that claims 3 and 7-9 are necessarily infiinged when claim l is infringed and accordingly, their
infringement is induced when the infringement of claim l is induced. (CIB at 26.)
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they were infringing. (Id. (citing RX-395C).) Overland further claims that the BDT

Respondents continue to sell the infringing FlexStor H and “continue to induce infringement by

instructing and encouraging their customers to use partitioning.” (Id. (citing CX-263C).)

The BDT Respondents contend that “Overland cannot prove that Respondents have

actively induced infringement or that they possessed the specific intent to encourage

infringement.” (RIB at 40.) The BDT Respondents deny that the FlexStl)r user manuals promote

the infringement of the ’766 patent, arguing that the manuals do not disclose “anything about

partitioning with a plurality of hosts” and “[i]f anything, suggest using only a single host.” (Id. at

41.) The BDT Respondents further contend that the evidence Overland relies on to support its

claim of inducement is insufficient because it consists of conclusory statements from Overland’s

expert, Mr. Jestice, who “makes no attempt to show that the manuals instruct users to perform

each and every limitation of the claims, including the limitations requiring a plurality of host

computers” and “[i]nstead . . . merely alleges that the manuals ‘instruct[] users on how to install

tape drives, how to use tape cartridges, how to connect to a host computer, and how to partition

the library.”’ (Id) “

In order to succeed on its claim of inducement, Overland must demonstrate that (l) the

BDT Respondents knew that IBM and Dell infringed the ’766 patent; (2) the BDT Respondents

knowingly induced IBM and Dell’s infringement; and (3) the BDT Respondents had the specific

intent to encourage infringement. Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S./1., 131 S.Ct. 2060,

2068 (2011); DSUMed. Corp. v. JMS ($0., 471 F.3d 1293, 1306 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (en bane in

relevant part). Because mere knowledge of possible infringement by others does not amount to

inducement, Overland must prove that the BDT Respondents had the specific intent, and took

action, to induce infringement of the ’766 patent. Certain Mobile Devices, Associated Software,
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and Components Thereofl lnv. No. 337-TA-744, Comm’n Op. at 18 (May 18, 2012); Global

Tech, 131 S. Ct. at 2067 (“the inducement rule . . . premises liability on purposeful, culpable

expression and conduct”) (quoting Met1"0~G0ldwyn~MayerStudios Inc. v. Grokster Ltd., 545 U.S

913, 937 (2005)); DSU; 4’/'1F.3d at 1305.

The undersigned finds that Overland has not proven that the BDT Respondents

knowingly induced infringement of the ’766 patent. The evidence offered by Overland consists

of (1) the filing of parallel litigation on August 13, 2010; (2) an invoice for the sale of Flexstor ll

tape libraries; (3) the fact that the BDT Respondents sought the opinion of counsel prior to the

filing of this Investigation; and (4) the fact that the BDT Respondents began to remove

partitioning from the accused products in April 201 l. (JX-47C at 22:22-26:19; CX~263C;

Kammerer, Tr. at 133827-17;RX-359C.) The invoice offered by Overland states three dates but

the significance of each date is unclear and remains unexplained. (CX~263C;CIB 25-28.)

Although Overland argues that the invoice is evidence that the BDT Respondents continue to

induce infringement by selling Flexstor tape II libraries to IBM, the invoice predates the

institution of this Investigation. (CX-263C.) Notwithstanding the fact that Overland has not

proven the continued sale of the Flexstor Il tape libraries, the continued sale of an allegedly

infringing product with knowledge of pending patent litigation does not amount to knowledge

that a patent is infringed. See Certain Mobile Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-744, Cornm’n Op. at

16-19 (“even after a respondent has been served with a c0mplainant’s allegations of

infringement, the respondent may still lack the requisite intent to induce infringement based upon

a reasonable belief that the asserted patent is either not infringed or is invalid”); Warnerlambert

Co. v.Apotex Corp, 316 F.3d 1348, 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (mere knowledge of possible

infringement does not amount to inducement). In addition, Overland’s evidence that the BDT
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Respondents sought an opinion of counsel before participating in this Investigation and

ultimately decided to remove partitioning from the Flexstor II does not persuade the undersigned

that the BDT Respondents lacked a reasonable belief that the ’766 patent was either not infringed

or is invalid. Certain Mobile Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA—744,Comm’n Op. at 19. (The

undersigned therefore finds that Overland has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence

that theBDT Respondents knowingly induced IBM and Dell to infringe claims 1-3 and 7-9 of

the ’766 patent.

b) Contributory Infringement

A finding of contributory infringement under 35 U.S.C. §27l(c) requires (1) direct

infringement; (2) that the contributory infringer had knowledge that the combination for which

its component was made was both patented and infringing; and (3) that the component part had

no substantial non-infringing use. Fujitsu Ltd. v. Netgear Ina, 620 F.3d 1321, 1326 (Fed Cir.

2010). The undersigned has found hereinabove that Overland has not proven that the BDT

Respondents possessed the requisite knowledge (i.e., that the acts of IBM and Dell constituted

patent infringement). (See Section VI.B.2.a, supra; Global Tech, 131 S.Ct. at 2067-68 (finding

that 35 U.S.C. §27l(b) and (c) both require knowledge of patent infiingement).) Accordingly,

the undersigned finds that the BDT Respondents are not liable for the contributory infringement

of claims 1-3 and 7-9 of the ’766 patent.

C. Validity 7

The BDT Respondents argue that the ’766 patent is invalid as anticipated by, and obvious

in light of, five IBM products and their related documents. (RIB at 44~48.) Overland disputes

that the IBM products anticipate or render obvious any of the asserted claims, and argues that the

documents are not prior art because they do not qualify as printed publications. (ORB at l 1-28.)
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1. Printed Publications

A threshold issue that must first be addressed is whether the IBM manuals7 qualify as

printed publications. To qualify as a printed publication for purposes of 35 U.S.C. §lO2 and

§l03, a prior art reference must be sufficiently accessible to the public. SR1Int ’lv. Internet Sec.

Sys. Inc. , 511 F.3d 1186, 1194 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“Because there are many ways in which a

reference may be disseminated to the interested public, ‘public accessibility’ has been called the

touchstone in determining Whethera reference constitutes a ‘printed publication.”’) (citations

omitted). Here, the BDT Respondents must prove by clear and convincing evidence that the

IBM manuals “have been disseminated or otherwise made available to the extent that persons

interested and ordinarily skilled in the subject matter or art exercising reasonable diligence can

locate [them].” See Kyocera Wireless Corp. v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n, 545 F.3d l340, 1350 (Fed.

Cir. 2008).

Overland maintains that the BDT Respondents have not offered clear and convincing

evidence that any of the IBM manuals were publicly available before the filing date of the ’766

patent. (CIB at 59.) Overland argues that the testimony of five IBM employees is insufficient to

establish the dissemination or accessibility of the manuals because none of the witnesses were

involved with the publication of the documents nor did they have personal knowledge of

whether, or when, the documents were actually publicly available. (Id. at 63 (“These witnesses

merely suggest that because of the documents’ self-affixed copyright or print date, these

7“IBM manuals” refers to the following documents: the 3570 Hardware Announcement (RX-259), the 3570
Operator Guide (RX-121), the 3570 Hardware Reference (RX-264), the 3575 Hardware Announcement (RX-267),
the 3575 Hardware Reference (RX-270), the 3575 Multiplatfonn Implementation (RX-120), the 7331 Operator
Guide (RX—251), the 7331 Installation Guide (RX-250), the 7331 Service Guide (RX-252), the 7336 Hardware
Announcement (RX-256), the 7336 Setup Guide (RX-257), the IBM Device Driver Guide (RX-258), the 3494
Operator Guide (RX-280), and the 3494 Guide to Sharing and ?artitioning (RX-539).
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publications must have been publicly availab1e.”).) The BDT Respondents do not address

Overland’s challenge regarding the accessibility of the manuals.8 (See RIB at 46-48.)

I The undersigned finds that with respect to the IBM manuals, the BDT Respondents have

failed to present sufficient evidence of public accessibility. What little evidence the BDT

Respondents offer is cited without context or explanation, and generally consists of Witnesses

reading a date directly off the disputed reference and making a conclusory assertion that the

reference was publicly available.9 (RX-10C at Q/A 11-226; Goodman, Tr. at 103318-18;Certain

Mobile Devices, Associated Software, and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-744, Int. Det.

at 102 (Dec. 20, 2010) (declining to find anticipation and declining the “invitation to sift through

the record” where Respondents offered vague cites to evidence provided without context as to

how the evidence is significant) (unreviewecl in relevant part, Comm’n Op. at 16-19 (May 18,

2012)).) Reading a date off of a document does not amount to clear and convincing evidence of

publication. See Certain Ceramic Capacitors and Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA

692, Order No. 28 at 6-7 (May 21, 2010) (denying summary detennination of invalidity where

the only evidence of public availability was the date printed on the prior art); CNETNetworks,

Inc. v. Etilize, Inc. , 584 F.Supp.2d 1260 (N.D. Cal. 2008) (finding that a copyright date did not

prove accessibility, nor did press releases establish that a user manual was disseminated such that

an interested researcher could obtain a copy with reasonable diligence); Hilgraeve Ina, v.

Symantec C0rp., 271 F. Supp. 2d 964, 975 (E.D. Mich. 2003) (“a date imprinted on a document,

8Instead, the BDT Respondents simply list dates by which the manuals were allegedly “publicly available.” (See
RIB at 46-48.)
9All other testimony related to distribution consists of assumptions and speculation. (See, c.g., Barrese, Tr. at
1217:19-1218:12 (“Obviously the ones that ship with the products would have been shipped to customers who
ordered those products”); RX-9 at Q/A 40 (“these manuals are prepared for customer’s use and {1}would fully
expect that such manuals were in fact provided to t11em”).)Unsupported assumptions about the distribution of the
alleged prior art do not rise to clear and convincing evidence that a reference is a printed publication within the
meaning of 35 U.S.C. §102. Depzg/ Inc. v. Zimmer Holdings, Ina, 353 F. Supp. 2d 675, 682 (N.D. 111.2004); In re
Omeprazole Patent Litigation, 490 F.Supp.2d 381, 519 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (rejecting the argument that a brochure
must have been distributed simply because it was a brochure).
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without more, does not prove by clear and convincing evidence that {thereference] was known

or used by others in this country prior to [the critical date]”). In fact, IBM witness, Carol

Edwards, admitted that the IBM database, which the BDT Respondents rely upon to corroborate

the “availability dates,” does not actually contain information on distribution.1° (Edwards, Tr. at

1193219-1194, ll99:l3~l9.)

Rather than offer evidence of how a person of ordinary skill in the art, exercising

reasonable diligence, would be able to locate the manuals, the BDT Respondents simply assert

that each reference was publicly available. (RIB at 44-48.) While several witnesses testified that

the current practice is to immediately post manuals on IBM’s websites, the BDT Respondents

have not offered any evidence regarding whether, or when, documents were posted on the

internet prior to June 25, 1998.“ (RX-10C at Q/A 34.) Because the BDT Respondents have not

offered any evidence that the IBM manuals were publicly available before the ’766 patent’s

filing date such that a person of ordinary skill exercising reasonable diligence could access them,

the undersigned finds that the IBM manuals do not constitute printed publications, and will not

be considered for purposes of anticipation or obviousness.

2. Prior Knowledge or Use Under § .l02(a)

The nor Respondents contend the IBM 3570, 3575,” 7331, 7336, and 3494 tape

libraries invalidate the asserted claims of the ’766 patent because they were “known or used by

others, including IBM and its customers, in this country . . . before the filing date for the ’766

patent.” (RIB at 44-48.) Overland argues that the BDT Respondents have not offered any

WRather, the database contained dates, which were deadlines for the documents to be delivered to IBM from outside
publishers. (RX-l 1C at Q/A 59; Edwards, Tr. at ll93:l9-I194, ll99:13-19 (conceding that the database she
retrieved data from does not actually contain information on distribution).)
H The ’766 patent was filed on June 25, 1998.
‘ZThe 3575 Magstar MP Tape Library is only alleged to anticipate claim 2 of the ’766 patent, and only under
§l02(a).
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evidence of public use or knowledge of the IBM library products. (CRB at 14 (“Respondents

simply argue without evidence that public knowledge or use existed.”).)

The BDT Respondents’ entire anticipation argument consists of repeating the same

conclusory assertion that each tape library “is also prior art under §102(a) because it was known

or used by others, including IBM and its customers, in this country.” (RIB at 48.) The BDT

Respondents, however, have not offered any evidence that the IBM tape libraries were known or

used before the ’766 patent was filed, nor have they offered any evidence that the use or

knowledge alluded to existed in a manner accessible to the public. See Woodland Trust v.

Flowertree Nursery Inc., 148 F.3d 1368, 1370 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (“in order to invalidate a patent

based on prior knowledge or use, that knowledge or use must have been available to the public”)

The undersigned therefore finds that the BDT Respondents’ cursory assertions and conclusory

arguments are insufficient to meet the clear and convincing standard necessary to invalidate the

’766 patent under §102(a).

3. On Sale Bar Under § 102(b)

The BDT Respondents contend that the sale of the IBM 3570, 7331, 7336, and 3494

tape libraries invalidates the ’766 patent under 35 U.S.C. §l02(b). (RIB at 44-48.) In support

thereof, the BDT Respondents offer maintenance and installation records setting forth the dates

of sale and the identity of purchasers of the 3570, 7331, 7336, and 3494 tape libraries. (Id)

These records show that the prior art libraries were sold more than one year before the critical

date of the ’766 patent. (RX-551C (sale of an IBM 7331 tape library on October 5, 1995); RX

550C (sale of an IBM 3494 tape library on November 22, 1995); RX-552C (sale of an IBM 7336

tape library on June 7, 1996); RX-553C (sale of an IBM 3570 tape library on September 27,

1996); see generally RX-578C (identifies actual purchasers of the libraries).) Overland insists
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that little weight should be given to IBM sales records because they were late-produced, and

otherwise argues that the IBM tape libraries do not meet all the elements of the asserted claims.“

(CIB at 60.)

The undersigned concludes that the IBM maintenance and installation records prove by

clear and convincing evidence that the 3570, 7331, 7336, and 3494 tape libraries were sold more

than one year before the ’766 patent was filed, and therefore constitute prior art under §l02(b).

(RX-553C; RX-551C; RX-552C; RX-550C; RX-578C.) The BDT Respondents, as the party

challenging the validity of an issued patent, must therefore prove by clear and convincing

evidence that the prior art libraries meet each limitation of the asserted claims, and embody the

invention of the ’766 patent. Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., No. 2011-1366, 2012 U.S.

App. LEXIS 9347, at *l3-14 (Fed. Cir. May 8, 2012).

a) IBM 3570 Tape Library

The BDT Respondents contend that the IBM 3570 tape library anticipates every

limitation of claims 1-3 and 7-9 ofthe ’766 patent.” (RIB at 49-62.) In opposition, Overland

argues that the 3570 tape library does not disclose: (1) “a plurality of media elements, all of

which are readable in each of said plurality of media element drives;” (2) “a plurality of host

computers;” (3) “a controller coupled to said plurality of media element drives, said nioveable

carriage, and said plurality of host computers” and; (4) “wherein said controller is configured

such that a subset of said plurality of media elements and a subset of said plurality of media

element drives are available for read/write access by a first one of said plurality of host

computers and are unavailable for read/write access by a second one of said plurality of host

‘3The undersigned has already denied Overlancl’s Motion in Limine No. 4 (746-040) to exclude late—pr0duced
documents. (See 8/29/ll Tr. at 116:8-117:21.) Only one of the sales documents relied upon by the BDT
Respondents, RX-578C, was produced after the close of fact discovery.
MIt is undisputed that the additional limitations provided in dependent claims 3 and 7-9 are met by the lBM 3570
tape library. (RIB at 60-62; CIB at 71-75.)
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computers.” (CIB at 72-73.) Overland also disputes that claim 2 is anticipated,by the 3570 tape

library, asserting that the BDT;Respondents have not proven that the method covered by claim 2

Wasactually performed using the 3570 product. (Id. at 73-74.)

i) Claim 1

(1) “a plurality of media elements, all of which are
readable in each of said plurality of media
element drivesg”and “a plurality of host
computers”

The BDT Respondents argue that the use of tapes and host computers is an inherent

property of tape libraries, and as such is necessarily met by the 3570.15 (RIB at 51 (citing CX

008C at Q/A 88 (“the only use for a tape library as a whole is to hold and use multiple tapes”)),

53 (“it is undisputed that these tape libraries are designed to be connected to a plurality of host

computers”).) Overland disputes that tapes and host computers are inherently anticipated by the

3570 library and argues that for the sale of the IBM 3570 tape library to anticipate claim 1, the

tape library must have been sold with both tapes and host computers. (CIB at 72.) To this end,

Overland contends that there is no evidence that the 3570 was ever sold along with host

computers. (Id.)

Contrary to Overland’s assertion, the BDT Respondents do not need to prove that the

3570 was actually sold with tapes and host computers. The doctrine of inherent anticipation

applies to the on-sale bar context, and accordingly, the BDT Respondents can prove anticipation

if the normal use of the product inherently satisfies each claim limitation. Scaltech Inc. v.

Retec/Tetra, L.L.C., 178 F.3d 1378, i384 (Fed. Cir. 1999); Netscape Comma ’ns Corp. v.

Valuecliclg Ina, 704 F. Supp. 2d 544, 548 (E.D. Va, 2010). The undersigned agrees with the

BDT Respondents, finding that tapes and host computers are necessarily present in the normal

15Further, the BDT Respondents note that the 3570 was offered for sale with l0 data cartridges, and argues that this
satisfies the “plurality of media elements” limitation of claim 1. (RIB at 52 (citing RX-259 at 8).)
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use of the 3570 tape library. (RX-006C at Q/A 145-146, 164.) Accordingly, the undersigned

also finds that “a plurality of media elements” and “a plurality of host computers” are inherently

anticipated by the prior sale of the IBM 3570 tape library. 7

(2) “a controller coupled to said plurality of media
element drives, said moveahle carriage, and said
plurality of host computers”

(The BDT Respondents assert that the controller of the 3570 tape library, which is

logically coupled to (i.e., can communicate with) the drives, carriage and host computers,

satisfies the controller limitation of claim l. (RIB at 56.) The BDT Respondents contend that “a

controller coupled to” media element drives, a moveable carriage, and host computers only

requires communication between the controller and the other components, and “[i]t does not

exclude the possibility that the controller and one or more of its components occupy the same

hardware.” (Id. at 56-57.) p '

Overland disagrees with the BDT Respondents’ characterization of “coupled,” and

contends that the term “coupled” refers to two joined items. (CIB at 73.) Accordingly, Overland

argues that the IBM 3570 tape library does not have a controller coupled to the plurality of media

element drives because its controller is firmware operating on the microprocessor of one of the

tape drives. (Id. at 72.)

The undersigned finds that there is nothing in the language of the claims or the

specification of the ’766 patent that requires that the controller be physically separate from the

components it is coupled to. Overland does not cite to any portion of the ’766 patent in support

of its position, but rather asserts that dictionary definitions of “coupled” prohibit something from

being coupled to itself. (See CIB at 73.) The Federal Circuit has consistently held that where the

claim language does not require that coupled components are entirely separate, the function of
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the invention does not depend on the components being entirely separate, and the specification

does not dictate that coupled components are entirely separate, the term “coupled” generically

indicates a connection. See Gen. Elec. C0. v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n,670 F.3d 1206, 1217 (Fed.

Cir. 2012) (rejecting Com.mission’sconstruction of “a circuit coupled with the input of the

inverter and with the converter controller to shunt current from the inverter and generator rotor”

that required the circuit to be physically separate from the inverter); NTP, Inc. v. Research in

Motion Ltd., 418 F.3d 1282, 1309 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (affirming that while the patentee may have

envisioned a physically separate receiver and processor such a limitation was not imposed by the

claim terms “transfer,” “connected to,” or “coupled to”). The undersigned therefore finds that “a

controller coupled to said plurality of media element drives, said moveable carriage, and said

plurality of host computers” simply requires that the controller be connected to the media

element drives, the moveable carriage, and the host computers. Accordingly, the undersigned

finds that the controller of the 3570 tape library satisfies this limitation of claim l because it is

connected to the media element drives, the moveable carriage, and host computers. (RX-006C at

Q/A 170-172.)

(3) “wherein said controller is configured such that
a subset of said plurality of media elements and a
subset of said plurality of media element drives
are available for read/write access by a first one
of said plurality of host computers and are
unavailable for read/write access by a second one
of said plurality of host computers.”

The BDT Respondents concede that the 3570 library was not configured to partition

when it was sold, but argue that the particular configuration of the device at the time of sale is

irrelevant, and all that matters is that the 3570 library could be configured to partition.“ (RIB at

‘GThe BDT Respondents contend that Overland’s argument with regard to anticipation under §l02(b) is “Wholly
inconsistent with its infringement analysis.” (RIB at 59.) Specifically, the BDT Respondents argue that Overland”s
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S8.) According to Overland, the fact that the 3570 was not configured to partition when it was

sold is fatal to the BDT Respondents’ assertion that the 3570 tape library anticipates the ’766

patent. (CIB at 73.)

The undersigned does not find the BDT Respondents’ argument persuasive. The 3570

tape library, as sold, did not practice this limitation of claim 1. (RIB at 58; CX-615C at Q/A 30;

RX-006C at Q/A 186.) The fact that the device could be altered after it was sold to practice

claim 1, is not relevant under 35 U.S.C. §l02(b). See Atlanta Attachment C0. v. Leggetl & Plait,

Inc., 516 F.3d 1361, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“When the asserted basis of invalidity is an on-sale

bar, the court should determine whether the subject of the barring activity met each of the

limitations of the claim, and thus was an embodiment of the claimed invention”).

The undersigned therefore finds that claim 1 is not anticipated by the IBM 3570 tape

library. The undersigned also finds that claims 3 and 7-9, which depend from claim 1 and include

all of its limitations, are not anticipated by the prior sale of the IBM 3750 tape library.

ii) Claim 2

Overland and the BDT Respondents dispute the activity sufficient to anticipate a method

claim. The BDT Respondents contend that “[a]nticipation of a method claim is no different from

that of an apparatus claim,” and to anticipate, “the prior art must disclose to one of ordinary skill

in the art each limitation, either expressly or inherently.” (RIB at 63.) The BDT Respondents

therefore assert that the 3570 tape library anticipates claim 2 because it was capable of practicing

claim 2 in its normal operation. (Id. at 63-70.) Overland, however, argues that the BDT

Respondents were required to prove that the 3570 tape library was actually used to perform the

anticipation position (i.e., that the prior art products must have been sold configured to partition) is untenable with
its infringement positions (i.e., that the accused products infringe if a user can configure the product to create
multiple partitions.) The BDT Respondents fail to recognize that this is precisely why Overland alleges contributory
infringement, and not direct infringement by the BDT Respondents.
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claimed method before the filing of the ’766 patent because the 3570 library does not practice

claim 2 in its normal operation. (CIB at 66; CRB at 23.)

Anticipation of a method claim, like anticipation of an apparatus claim, requires the

express or inherent disclosure of every element of the method. Leggen‘& Plait, Inc. v. VUTEk,

Ina, 537 F.3d 1349, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2008); F inisar Corp. v. DirectTVGroup, 11/20.,523 F.3d

1323, 1336-37 (Fed. Cir. 2008). The BDT Respondents cannot invalidate the ’766 patent by

insisting that an earlier device was capable of performing claim 2. Erica Int’! Corp. v. Vutec

C0rp., 516 F.3d 1350, 1354 (Fed. Cir. 2008); Poly-America, LP. v. GSE Lining Tech. Inc., 383

F.3d 1303, 1308-09 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (rejecting the argument that a product sold by a third party

which was not used to perform a claimed method before the critical date represents a statutory

bar because it was capable of performing the claimed method). Instead, the BDT Respondents

must prove by clear and convincing evidence that the method of claim 2 would have been

performed in the normal and usual operation of the IBM 3570 tape library or that the IBM 3570

tape library was actually used to perform the method of claim 2 before the critical date. See

rllinton v. NASD, 336 F.3d 1373, 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Scaltech Inc. v. Retec/Tetra, 178 F.3d

1378, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 1999); Poly-America, 383 F.3d at 1308.

The undersigned finds that the BDT Respondents have failed to carry their burden. The

only evidence that the BDT Respondents offer, other than conclusory assertions that the

limitations of claim 2 are performed in the normal operation of the 3570 tape library, is the

demonstration of the 3570 performed by Dr. Hospodor during the hearing. (RIB at 67-69 (citing

Hospodor, Tr. at 1263213-16; 1161:25-1162:8).) Dr. Hospodor sent two commands to the 3570

tape library by pressing “enter” at the exact same time and the 3570 executed the commands in

succession. The undersigned finds that this demonstration does not constitute clear and
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convincing evidence of the normal and usual operation of the products before the critical date,

and therefore finds that claim 2 is not anticipated by the 3570 tape library under §l02(b).

I b) IBM 7336, 7331, and 3494 Tape Libraries

The BDT Respondents contend that the IBM 7336, 7331, and 3494 tape libraries disclose

every limitation of claims 1-3 and 7-9. (RIB at 46.) Overland argues that the sales of the 7336,

7331, and 3494 tape libraries did not anticipate the ’766 patent because none of the tape libraries

were sold with host computers, none were sold configured to perform partitioning, and because

there is no evidence that claim 2 was actually performed or would have been performed during

normal use of any of the tape libraries. (CIB at 68, 77-78.)

The parties’ arguments are identical to those offered regarding the 3570 tape library.

Thus, for the same reasons the undersigned found hereinabove that the prior sale of the 3570 tape

library does not anticipate the ’766 patent, the undersigned finds that the prior sale of the IBM

7336, 7331, and 3494 tape libraries does not anticipate the ’766 patent under §l02(b). (See

Section VI.C.3.a, supra.)

4. Anticipation Under § 102(e)

The BDT Respondents assert that us. Patent No. 6,434,090" (‘"090 patent”) meets

every limitation of claims l, 2, and 7-9,18and thus, anticipates the ’766 patent under 35 U.S.C.

§l02(e). (RIB at 48-71.) Overland disputes that the ’090 patent discloses: (1) “a controller

coupled to said plurality of media element drivesg” (2) a controller that performs partitioning;

and (3) command queuing. (CIB at 84-85).

17The ’090 patent is entitled “Automated Data Storage Library with Control Path to Shared Robotic Device Via
Media Drive,” was filed on September 16, l997, and issued to IBM on August 13, 2002. (IX-37.)
‘8Overland does not dispute that the additional limitations required in dependent claims 7-9 (i.e., “plurality of input
output interfaces,” “SCSI interfaces,” “magnetic tape cartridges”) are disclosed in the ’090 patent. (CIB at 84-85.)
Instead, Overland argues that the dependent claims are not anticipated because claim l, from which they depend, is
not anticipated by the ‘O90patent. (Id.)
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a) Claim 1: “a controller coupled to said plurality of media
element drives, said moveable carriage, and said plurality of
host computers . . . ”

As discussed above in Section Vl.C.3.a.i.2, the BDT Respondents maintain that all the

term “coupled” requires is that the controller is logically coupled to (zle., can communicate With)

the drives, carriage, and host computers. (RIB at 56.) The fact that the controller of the ’09()

patent is part of the drive is irrelevant, according to the BDT Respondents, because the ’766

patent “does not exclude the possibility that the controller and one or more of the components

occupy the same hardware.” (Id. at 57.)

Overland insists that “coupled” as used in claim l “requires that the controller be a

separate device from the media element drives.” (CIB at 84.) Overland argues that the ’090

patent does not disclose a controller that is separate from the media element drive, and instead

discloses a controller that is distributed among its drives. (CIB at 84; CRB at l5 (“Respondents

are picking and choosing an assortment of components to satisfy the unitary limitation ‘a

controller’ of the system claims”) Overland disputes the BDT Respondents’ assertion that the

controller and the components of the tape chives of the ’090 patent simply occupy the same

hardware, and contends that “the library controller and tape drive controller share a

microprocessor and are not independent of one another.” (CRB at l5.)

For all the reasons set forth in Section VI.C.3.a.i.2, the undersigned finds that nothing in

the “I66 patent requires that the controller be physically separate from the components it is

coupled to. The plain language of claim l simply requires that the controller be connected to the

media element drives, the moveable carriage, and host computers. (IX-37 at 3:42-46, 4:4-5,

4:39-41; RX-006C at Q/A 732-734.) Accordingly, the undersigned concludes that the controller
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of the ’09Opatent teaches “a controller coupled to said plurality of media element drives, said

moveable carriage, and said plurality of host computers.”

b) Claim 1: “. . . wherein said controller is configured such that a
subset of said plurality of media elements and a subset of said
plurality of media element drives are available for read/write
accessby a first one of said plurality of host computers and are
unavailable for read write access by a second one of said
plurality of host computers.”

The BDT Respondents assert that “the ’090 patent discloses ‘a media inventory [that]

may be logically partitioned, Wherethe media items of each partition are exclusively assigned to

a particular drive,”’ and that “because no drives share a particular host computer the ’090 patent

discloses partitioning of the plurality of media element drives among a plurality of host

computers as well.” (RIB at 60 (citing JX-37 at 3:57-59, 13:59-61, Figs. l-6).) Overland

contends that the ’09()patent does not satisfy this limitation because the ’O90controller is not

configured to partition; rather, it is the host computers that follow a predetermined scheme for

allocating media elements. (CIB at 84 (citing IX-37 at 12:45-52).)

While the ’090 patent discloses partitioning, the undersigned finds that it does not

disclose a controller configtued to partition. (See JX-37 at 13:46-52, 13:62-14:3.) The language

of claim l and the disclosure of the ’766 patent make clear that the library controller--rather

than the host computer or its associated drive--maintains the allocation of storage locations and

subsets of media elements. (See JX-l at 5:12-20 (“Each of the sets [of media storage locations]

are allocated by the controller for use by one of the three host computers 37, respectively. As the

controller allocates the storage locations among the host computers, each subset of media

elements 30 present in a given group of storage locations is available for read/write access to one

of the host computers, but is unavailable for read/write access to the other host computers”);

6:4-6; 6:29-36, 7:1-4, 51-55; 10:61-11:2.) The ’090 patent, in contrast, indicates that either the
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host computers or their associated drives are responsible for partitioning because they maintain

the media maps which assign media items to a particular drive. (See JX~37at 13:62-14:3

(explaining that “a different media map is maintained for each drive, each map listing all media ’

accessible by the associated drive” and that each media map may be stored on the associated

drive or on the host computer).) Thus, the undersigned finds that because the ’090 patent does

not disclose a controller configured to partition, it does not meet this limitation of claim l of the

’766 patent and accordingly, claim l is not invalid as anticipated under §102(e). The

undersigned also finds that claims 3 and 7-9, which depend from claim l and include all of its

limitations, are not anticipated by the ’090 patent under §lO2(e).

c) Claim 2: “. . . queuing said plurality of data manipulation
commands in a memory of said media element library; and
sequentially performing said data manipulation commands.”

The BDT Respondents argue that the ’09Opatent inherently anticipates command

queuing because “the abstract describes examples of data manipulation commands that the

library may receive concurrently and queue” and “one of ordinary skill would understand that the

commands must be queued because otherwise they would be rejected by the system.” (RIB at 70

(citing JX-37 at 4:20-44, 5:51-55, Figs. 2-6).) Overland disagrees and submits that a feature is

only inherently anticipated if it must necessarily be present. (CIB at 85.) Overland insists that

the queuing of commands is not necessarily present in the ’090 patent because “the first

command could be performed and all subsequent commands that arrive while the first command

is being performed could be rejected.” (Id.)

After examining the portions of the ‘O90patent cited by the BDT Respondents, it appears

that the BDT Respondents are arguing that the ’()90patent’s disclosure of multiple hosts sharing

a control path that leads to a shared robotic device, means that commands are queued. (RIB at
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'70.) The undersigned disagrees. To establish anticipation by inherency, the missing claim

limitation must be necessarily present in the referenced prior art, not “probably” or “possibly”

present. See Trintec Indus, Inc. v. Top-U.S.A. C0rp., 295 F.3d 1292, 1295, 1297 (Fed. Cir.

2002) (‘lnherency does not embrace probabilities or possibilities”); Cont ’lCan Co. USA,Inc. v.

Monsanto C0., 948 F.2d 1264, 1269 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“The mere fact that a certain thing may

result from a given set of circumstances is not sufficientf’). That it would be beneficial for the

’090 patent to queue commands does not mean that command queuing is inherently disclosed,

particularly because commands do not have to be queued and could be rejected. The

undersigned therefore finds that the ’090 patent does not inherently disclose command queuing,

and thus does not invalidate claim 2 of the ’766 patent under §l02(e).

5. Obviousness Under 35 U.S.C. § 103

The BDT Respondents argue that claims 1-3 and 7-9 of the ’766 patent are obvious

because “any of the other references and/or general knowledge in the art could be combined with

the allegedly lacking reference to fill in any missing elements.” (RIB at 71-72.)” The BDT

Respondents, however, fail to describe the relevant prior art combinations, which claims those

combinations render obvious, or the motivation behind combining said references.” KSR Int ’l

C0. v. Telejlex Inc, 550 U.S. 398, 418 (2007) (requiring that there still needs to be a “reason to

'9 The BDT Respondents maintain that it is undisputed that each of the asserted claims is obvious in light of the
3570, 7331, 7336, and 3494 libraries and manuals. (RIB at 71-72.) Although Overland’s pre—hearingbrief appears
to concede obviousness if the libraries and manuals are combined, Overland has consistently maintained that the
BDT Respondents have not proven that the references on which they rely were publicly accessible. (CIB at 70, 74;
CRB at 18.) Because the BDT Respondents failed to prove that any of the IBM manuals were publicly accessible,
these documents are not considered in the obviousness analysis. See ResQNet.com, Inc. v. Lansa, Inc., 594 F.3d
860, 865 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (upholding district court determination that a reference was not a printed publication under
§102 and therefore was not available as evidence of obviousness); Colucci v. Callaway GolfCo., 750 F. Supp. 2d
767, 773 (ED. Tex. 2010) (“In order for prior art to be used in combination to determine obviousness under 35
U.S.C. §103, the alleged prior art must first qualify as prior art under §l02(a), (b), (e), (t), or (g).”).
2°While the BDT Respondents go into some depth regarding the obviousness of a standalone controller, the
undersigned determined hereinabove that the controller of the ’766 patent was anticipated by both the ’09Opatent
and the 3570 tape library. (Id. at 73-74.) Similarly, instead of addressing how references could be combined to
render obvious a controller configured to partition, or the queuing of commands, the BDT Respondents focus on
media element partitioning and media storage location partitioning. (Id. at 75.)
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combine the known elements in the fashion claimed by the patent at issue”); PharmaStem r

Therapeutics, lnc., v. ViaCell, Ina, 491 F.3d 1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007). The undersigned is

left to guess, based on generalized statements and conclusory assertions, which elements of the

prior art references the BDT Respondents seek to combine, or whether a prior art reference in its

entirety invalidates the ’766 patent. The undersigned therefore finds that the BDT Respondents

have failed to show by clear and convincing evidence that any of the asserted claims are obvious

in light of any of the asserted prior art combinations.

6. Written Description Under 35 U.S.C. § 112 p i

The BDT Respondents contend that the asserted claims are invalid for failing to satisfy

the Writtendescription requirement. (RIB at 77.) The BDT Respondents argue that claim

language requiring “a plurality of media elements, all of which are readable in each of said

plurality of media element drives”21has no support in the specification. (Id. at 77-78.) Without

affirmative disclosure of the limitation, the BDT Respondents insist that “a person of ordinary

skill could not have determined that the inventor possessed the subject matter of claims l-3 and

7-9.” (Id. at 78.)

Although Overland admits that the specification does not provide “haec verba support”

for the limitation that all tapes are readable in all drives, Overland argues that the limitation

would be implicitly understood by those of skill in the art. (CRB at 30.) Because the tapes and

drives depicted in Figure 2 are shown generically, Overland maintains that “the patent connotes

to one of ordinary skill in the art that the tapes are readable in all drives.” (Id) Further,

Overland notes that nowhere does the ’766 patent describe using drives of different types or

tapes of different types. (CIB at 93 (“There is no indication that any of the tapes are not readable

21Claim 2 similarly recites, “wherein all media elements are readable in each of said media element drives.”
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by both of the drives, and the patent does not describe using drives of different types or tapes of

different types.”).) I

The BDT Respondents have not offered any evidence to counter Overland’s assertion that

one of ordinary skill would understand Figure 2 of the ’766 patent to convey that the media

elements and media element drives are ail compatible. (See CX-615C at Q/A 271, 276

(Ove1'1and’sexpert stating that “because the tapes and drives are described in a very generic

way” he understood the tapes to be interchangeable); Cooper Cameron Corp v. Kvaerner Oilfield

Prods. Ina, 291 F.3d 1317, 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (“Drawings constitute an adequate description

if they describe Whatis claimed and convey to those of skill in the art that the patentee actually

invented what is claimed.”).) In fact, the BDT Respondents’ own expert agreed that the

drawings of the ’766 patent show generic media elements and generic media element drives.

(Smith, Tr. at 1452:l6-145321.) Accordingly, the undersigned finds that the BDT Respondents

have not offered clear and convincing evidence that the written description of the ’766 patent is

insufficient.

7. Derivation Under 35 U.S.C. § 102(1)

The BDT Respondents maintain that Robert Long, the named inventor of the ’766 patent,

derived the inventions fiom IBM because he “had unfettered access to a partitioning-capable

IBM 3494 in Overland’s San Diego facilities” when he was developing his invention. (RIB at 78

(citing Stead, Tr. at 4l6:20-419:25).) As evidence of derivation, the BDT Respondents cite (I)

testimony that James Fisher, an IBM engineer, demonstrated the partitioning functionality to

Overland; (2) testimony that IBM “would have sent Overland an operating guide for the 3494,

which describes partitioning functionality”; (3) testimony from Chuck Stead, Overland’s

Director of Engineering, that no security measures prevented Mr. Long from potentially
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accessing the 3494; and (4) Mr. Stead‘s statement that Mr. Long was not trustworthy. (Id. at 79

(citing Fisher, Tr. at 1155:23-1161:20;c Stead, Tr. at 409:9-24; 423 :2-42'/1:21).)

Overland asserts that the BDT Respondents’ arguments regarding derivation are

speculative and without merit. (CIB at 83.) Rather than prove derivation, Overland argues that

James Fisher’s testimony only establishes that he does not recall giving Overland a 3494

Operator Guide, ever meeting Robert Long, or teaching the partitioning feature to Overland, and

that the 3494 loaned to Overland was incapable of being partitioned. (CIB at 83 (citing Fisher,

Tr. at 115821-11; 1160110-13; 1161:13-1 l62:14).) Additionally, Overland contends that Chuck

Stead’s testimony undercuts the BDT Respondents’ derivation claim because Mr. Stead testified

that (1) he was not sure whether Mr. Long was employed by Overland during the period when

IBM lent the 3494 machine to Overland; (2) he never saw Mr. Long with the 3494 machine; (3)

he is not aware of IBM giving the 3494 manual to Overland; and (4) he did not know that the

3494 had the ability to be partitioned. (CIB at 83 (citing Stead, Tr. 420: 148;421 :25-422:4,

430: 11-17); CRB at 31 (citing Stead, Tr. at 411:17-20, 430:22-43121).)

The undersigned finds that the BDT Respondents have not carried their burden of

proving derivation by clear and convincing evidence. Even if the BDT Respondents had proven

prior conception of the invention by IBM, their derivation argument would fail because there is

no evidence of the communication of that conception to the patentee. Mr. Fisher’s statements

that it was his job to “show [Overland] how to use [the 3494 library] and the operator guide

would have been part of it,” and that while he doesn’t remember showing Overland the

partitioning feature “that’s something that was part of [his] mission out there” are insufficient to

prove communication of prior conception to Mr. Long. (Fisher, Tr. at 115821-11; 1161:13~20.)

Furthermore, there is no’evidence that Robert Long ever came into contact with the 3494 library
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or attended any of James Fisher’s demonstrations. (Stead, Tr. at 411:10-20; Fisher, Tr. at

1160:10-13.) The only Witnesseswho testified regarding the Overland/IBM relationship, Chuck

Stead and James Fisher, do not remember Overland receiving the 3494 Operator Guide and do

not remember Overland being taught the partitioning functionality. (Fisher, Tr. at 1l5'7:22

11:58-7; l161:13-1162114; Stead,*Tr. at 421 :25~422:4.) Although both Witnesses remembered

that a single base module was loaned to Overland, Mr. Fisher admitted that a single base module

was incapable of being partitioned. (Stead, Tr. at 431:2~8; Fisher, Tr. at 1161:21-1 162:14.)

Accordingly, because the undersigned found hereinabove that the 3494 tape library does not

anticipate the ’766 patent and because there is no evidence that an alleged prior conception was

communicated to the patentee, the undersigned finds that the ’766 patent is not invalid under 35

U.S.C. §l02(t).

D. Domestic Industry —-Technical Prong

Overland asserts that the technical prong of the domestic industry analysis is satisfied

through its NEO 200s, 400s, 2000, 2000c, 4000, 4000c, 8000, and 8000c tape library products.

(CIB at 47.) Overland claims that the BDT Respondents’ concession that the Overland NEO

products practice claim 10 of the ’766 patent is, in itself, sufficient to satisfy the technical prong

of the domestic industry requirement. Alternatively, Overland sets out an element-by-element

analysis of how the domestic products practice the asserted claims of the ’766 patent. (Id. at 47

58 (noting that the NEO 200s and 400s products are Flexstor ll products manufactured by the

BDT Respondents, and accordingly have the same functionality at the accused products).)

The BDT Respondents argue that because the NEO 200s and 400s products have “the

same ‘relevant functionality’ as the [a]ccused [p]roducts,” and the accused products do not

practice the asserted claims, the NEO 200s and 400s products also do not practice the asserted
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claims. (RIB at 42.) Regarding the~NEO2000, 2000c, 4000, 4000c, 8000, and 8000e products,

the BDT Respondents assert that, with the exception of the 8000e, none of these products

support partitioning Withouta separate LPO card and router card or license key. (1d.) The BDT

Respondents further insist that none of Overland’s products practice claims 1-3 and 7-9 of the

’766 patent because “they do ‘media storage location’ partitioning, and not ‘media element’

partitioning as required by the claims.” (Id)

The BDT Respondents do not seriously dispute that the technical prong of the domestic

industry analysis has been satisfied. The BDT Respondents’ entireargument against the

satisfaction of the technical prong assumes that the accused products do not infringe the ’766

patent. (See RIB at 6 (noting that “Overland°s technical domestic industry allegations are based,

in substantial part, on the fact that it resells the same BDT tape libraries that it accuses of

infringement.”).) In arguing that the domestic products do not practice the asserted claims, the

BDT Respondents recycle the “media storage location partitioning” and “media element

partitioning” distinction that the undersigned has repeatedly rejected herein with respect to the

infringement analysis. Since the partitioning argument has been rejected, the BDT Respondents

appear to concede that the NEO 8000c satisfies the technical prong of the domestic industry

requirement. In addition, the BDT Respondents do not contest that Overland’s NEG products

meet all of the limitations of claim 10 of the ’766 patent. (See RIB at 41-42.)

It is yvellestablished that the technical prong of the domestic industry analysis is satisfied

as long as one claim of the asserted patent is practiced by the domestic product. Certain

Ammonium Octamobrbdate Isomers, Inv. No. 337—TA-477,Comm’n Op. at 55 (Aug. 28, 2003) (“it is

sufficient to show that the domestic industry practices any claim of that patent, not necessarily an

asserted claim of that patent”); Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Inv. No. 337-TA-336, Comm’n.
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